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acknoWledGeMents 

Over the last 30 years, Julian Francis has amassed a highly significant collection of

prints and illustrated books covering the 20th and 21st centuries. 

As Julian started to collect prints, mainly engravings in wood and copper, and

lithographs, he became aware that many of these prints had been made for the specific

purpose of illustrating books. This led him to research the artists and the publishers

who used the services of artists to enhance the visual appeal of their publications. 

From the late 19th century wood engraved illustration had been set with cold type

and printed on small presses to produce lavishly illustrated books in limited editions. 

With the development of printing techniques, and in particular the

commercialisation of lithography, books could be printed in larger quantities with fine

illustrations to reach a mass market.   

At our suggestion and with the full and enthusiastic co-operation of Julian Francis,

we have selected 50 books and 50 prints that show the symbiotic relationship between

the artist printmaker and the publisher.  

We are most grateful to Professor Ian Rogerson for providing a foreword to the

catalogue. Professor Rogerson has written extensively on illustration and typography

and was previously Head Librarian at Manchester Metropolitan University and a

Fellow at the John Rylands Institute, University of Manchester. We are most grateful

also to Simon Brett for permission to use the article he has written for Printmaking

Today on the Julian Francis Collection. Simon Brett is a well known engraver, writer

and past chairman of the Society of Wood Engravers.  

Rupert Otten

Monnow Valley Arts 
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ForeWord: the Julian Francis collection

This exhibition of books and prints from the Julian

Francis Collection spans the eight decades of the

twentieth century following the end of the First

World War, with emphasis on the inter-war years.

It is a commonly held belief that the use of

creative printmaking in book illustration has been

almost exclusively restricted to private press books

and this collection does much to challenge that

myth. Commercial publishers, ranging from large

houses such as Cassell and Heinemann, to small

operations such as Paul Elek and Art and Technics,

were also adventurous enough to employ artists

working in media ranging from aquatint to

wood engraving.

Although all publishers depend upon successful

sales in order to finance new projects, the

arguments about what defines a private press seem

superfluous, save for the notion that the making of

a fine book is more important than profit. Julian

Francis has acknowledged that difference with

examples such as The Fables of Esope, published by

the The Gregynog Press in 1931. Designed by

William McCance and illustrated with spectacular

wood engravings by his wife, Agnes Miller Parker,

the book was printed to the highest standards by

Herbert Hodgson. 

The Press, established in 1923 by the wealthy

sisters Gwen and Margaret Davies, was probably a

rare example of a printing and publishing

enterprise where profit played no part. The

Revelation of Saint John the Divine, published by

Gregynog in 1933, was an outstanding example of

modernism in book design and illustration, with

magnificent wood engravings by Blair Hughes-

Stanton. Curiously, the Davies sisters, advised by

the influential politician Thomas Jones, did not

make use of the splendid wood engraving of

Gertrude Hermes, Hughes-Stanton’s wife.

Although occasional outstanding books appeared

from Gregynog up to the outbreak of war, its finest

period was from 1930 to 1933, when the McCances

and Hughes-Stantons enjoyed a residency at

Gregynog, enlivened by stormy relationships with

the Calvinistic proprietors, who took particular

exception to the engravings of delectable ladies

which came from Hughes-Stanton’s burin. 

No collection of private press books would be

complete without examples from The Golden

Cockerel Press, also established in 1923. This

jobbing printing shop in Waltham St. Lawrence,

from its earliest years, printed small editions with

wood engraved illustrations and the highly

original wood engravings of David Jones can be

seen in the two-volume edition of Gulliver’s

Travels, 1925. The press next passed into the hands

of Robert Gibbings, who published many of the

finest books of the press, illustrated, among
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others, by Eric Gill, John Buckland Wright and

Gibbings himself. Christopher Sandford steered

the press through its final years, producing many

outstanding titles illustrated with wood

engravings and copper engravings. An acknow -

ledgement of the contribution of Continental

publishing is shown with the Eric Gill illustrated

Canticum Canticorum from the Cranach Press of

Count Harry Kessler in 1931.

Julian Francis’s deep personal interest in the

work of the little-known wood engraver Tom

Chadwick is demonstrated with the Derby Day

print of 1933 and a book of 1936 from the Samson

Press. Chadwick was trained by Iain Macnab at the

Grosvenor School of Modern Art, the importance

of which is becoming increasingly recognised.

Julian Francis’s monograph on Chadwick is due to

be published this year by The Fleece Press. Leon

Underwood was another wood engraver who ran

his own art school. His illustrations to Animalia,

published by the small firm of Payson & Clarke in

1926, aroused considerable interest. Also included

in the collection is work from Nora Unwin, who

trained with Underwood. 

Julian Francis’s interest in fine wood engraving

reaches to the present day, with examples from

existing private presses, such as The Florin Press of

Graham Williams, The Whittington Press of John

Randle, The Old Stile Press of the McDowalls, and

The Fleece Press of Simon Lawrence. 

In the inter-war years, there were a few

commercial publishers whose commitment to the

making of fine books led to a comparatively short

existence. Certain examples from these publishers

could frequently outshine books from the

recognised private presses. Julian Francis has

acknowledged their important contribution made

to twentieth-century book production by

including The Pilgrim’s Progress, with wood

engravings by Gertrude Hermes and Blair

Hughes-Stanton, from the Cresset Press run by

Dennis Cohen between 1927 and 1931.

In the late 1920s, the small publishing house of

Frederick Etchells and Hugh Macdonald issued

many fine titles in their Haslewood Books series,

prominent among which were John Nash’s fine

wood engravings in Poisonous Plants, 1927, and

Robinson Crusoe, 1929, with eight hand-coloured

pochoir plates by the American artist, Ted

McKnight Kauffer. Francis Meynell’s commitment

to the highest standards of book production was

demonstrated by his long-running Nonesuch

Press, which commenced publishing in 1923, and

quickly made its mark with Paul Nash’s

remarkably innovative wood engravings to Genesis.

Among Meynell’s finest books was the two-

Genesis (The Nonesuch Press, 1924), 27.6 × 19.6 cm,
with wood engravings by Paul Nash. Numbered
89/375. Cat. no. 35
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volume, Gilbert White’s Natural History of

Selborne. Eric Ravilious’s fine wood engravings

have ensured the constantly increasing popularity

of this book. 

Towards the end of the Second World War,

Frederick Muller began publication of a series of

modest poetry collections, carefully illustrated in

colour by artists including Robert Colquhoun and

John Craxton. Largely ignored by the general

public, these volumes have been quietly collected

by those interested in modern romantic book

illustration, pleased by evidence of a revival of

interest in this quiet byway of British art. John

Piper, a major figure, is represented in the

collection by Brighton Aquatints, published by

Duckworth in 1939.

Barnett Freedman (1901–1958) is now

acknowledged as the finest autolithographer of his

day, creating many memorable bookjackets. He

caused a sensation with his illustration of Siegfried

Sassoon’s Memoirs of an Infantry Officer,

published by Faber and Faber in 1931, pioneering

the use of autolithography in modern book

illustration. The book is a model of complete book

design with Freedman’s lithographs printed in

colour on bookjacket, binding cloth, endpapers

and plates. His black and white drawings were

deliberately drawn to simulate lithographs, but

printed as text illustrations from line blocks

simultaneously with the text. Freedman was one of

a select band of British artists who illustrated for

George Macy’s Limited Editions Club of New

York, a select book club which specialised in

illustration. Anna Karenina, published in 1951,

was one of of the finest books published by Macy.

The Folio Society was established in London in

1947 to produce editions of the world’s great

literature in a format worthy of its contents. It has

published around fifteen hundred fine illustrated

books, providing an outlet for many British artists,

including Geoffrey Wales, whose wood engravings

illustrated Sir Francis Drake’s Raid on the Treasure

Trains, 1954. The Folio Society flourishes, giving

opportunity to many young illustrators.

Within this compass of fifty artists, Julian

Francis has revealed a remarkably wide survey of

twentieth-century creative book illustration,

which has given added value to the text. These

open pages and chosen prints speak of the

pleasure aroused where image complements

word. 

There have been many collections made of

illustrated books and there have always been

collectors of prints but the Julian Francis

collection is one of only a few where the image

and the word have been fully integrated. He has

surely created one of the most significant

collections where the artist is lauded first and

foremost with the publisher seen as the vehicle

through which the artist’s work is shown to his

best advantage to enhance the text and produce

beautiful books.

Monnow Valley Arts is to be commended for

suggesting the exhibition which will be available

for loan to other venues before being placed

ultimately in a suitable Museum or Institution.

Professor Ian Rogerson

July 2012
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introduction: Julian Francis – Portrait oF a collector

Printmakers probably don’t encounter the big

collectors much, the Guggenheims or Saatchis

whose money creates taste and reputations; but

acquistion of a more modest kind may support

artists more consistently. Julian Francis’s

collection is one of these. A part of it will be

shown at Monnow Valley Arts in September; and

Julian’s book on Tom Chadwick, an artist of great

promise who lost his life in World War II at the

age of 30, is newly published. 

Julian Francis’s collection, overwhelmingly of

prints, numbers well over 700 items, with a

substantial library of private press books

alongside. Nine or more in every ten prints, are

wood engravings. Paintings and prints of other

kinds are less frequent acquisitions. His first

purchase, from the Bankside Gallery in 1987, was

a handful of leftovers from the old Print

Collectors’ Club. 

Studying what he had perhaps impulsively

acquired, Julian realized that the engravings

(Bostock, Hassall, Mackley, Plenderleith) appealed

to him much more than the etchings. The craft

side, the visible cutting, was of greater and clearer

interest. As he began to learn more, he also found

he liked the styles of older artists in the medium; it

was a beginner’s definition, ‘style’, but a perfectly

right and obvious one, which in time came to

define an important aspect of the collection. At

first, Julian bought contemporary work, which was

cheaper and immediately available. As he began to

earn more, he was able to seek out more expensive

works by earlier printmakers and the dealers who

could provide them. He followed the same path a

little later with private press books, first buying

from contemporary presses, the Whittington and

the Fleece, as they got going – not least because

many of their books dealt retrospectively with the

older artists in wood engraving – and then moving

back to the now pricier productions of the inter-

war years. His progress as a collector paralleled the

revivals in the print and private press worlds

which began in the 1980s.

He has views about dealers. Few enough of them

handle wood engravings of past decades or

promote the artists who make such prints today;

and he believes it important to stick with them

following an introduction to an artist rather than

going behind their backs. Where an artist doesn’t

have a dealer of course, it’s another matter: he

bought a lot of prints directly from Jim Bostock

before he (Bostock) was represented by Hilary

Chapman’s Twentieth Century Gallery. But viable

galleries which promote the work need support.

Dealers are great sources of knowledge too, doing

the primary research as this or that artist’s work

becomes available after studio sales or auctions.
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Jonathan Blond (‘that great dealer’) and Duncan

Campbell, Rupert Otten, Hilary Gerrish and Neil

Jennings are names Julian mentions with gratitude.

Gerrish introduced him to the work of Chadwick. 

Since his retirement (he was a lawyer with the

City firm of Freshfields) Julian Francis has been

able to consolidate his collection, formerly

scattered in different places, frame and hang some

fifty chosen items and, with the help of curator

Anne Ratuszniak who lives nearby, sort and

catalogue his books and prints. The prints are

stored archivally and alphabetically in solander

boxes – clearly now a matter of having the means,

but also the simple development of an instinct:

‘I’ve always been a collector,’ says Julian, ‘Some

people just are. I collected stuff as a child. If I was

on a desert island, I’d make a collection of shells.’

He is no Saatchi, but his collecting may still, in

various ways, have influence. 

Most immediately, it sustains artists. His biggest

holding is of prints by Colin See-Paynton, 81 at

the latest count. He has 56 by Howard Phipps.

These are popular artists in the best sense, and,

also in the best sense, reliable ones, very ‘more-

ish’, with work that changes relatively little but

develops steadily. The high numbers relate to non-

artistic motives too: the subject-matters of See-

Paynton and Phipps relate to Julian’s second great

interest, natural history, and to the Dorset

countryside where he lives.

Tom Chadwick, detail of Derby
Day (1933), wood engraving, 
18.1 × 25.1 cm. Numbered 4/60. 



The second biggest holding (63 prints) is of

Monica Poole, also, as a consummate

craftsperson, a ‘reliable’ producer but a more

austere, challenging and changeable artist. Julian

also has 50 of her blocks – not things the collector

can hang on the wall or show to any but the most

specialist friends. This is the collector as public

benefactor, buying, to keep together, a set of

precious relics that otherwise would have to have

been sold piecemeal if they found buyers at all.

Inasmuch as he is now looking for an institution

which might be interested in taking over the

collection in the next 5 to 10 years, his collecting

is for posterity and the securing of our heritage.

There are also eight blocks, alongside 26 prints, by

Poole’s friend George Mackley. Part of the point

of the Monnow Valley exhibition is to advertise

the existence of the collection and attract

interested bodies.

Image and Word, however, will not be primarily

about the print collection. It will pair books with

(unassociated) prints by the same artists showing

how they worked differently for wall and page;

and in some cases it will show books on their own.

There are a number of artists who are less known

for doing books (e.g. Lucian Freud), and others

9

Monica Poole, Dead
Trees, Sheppey (1977),
wood engraving,
18.9 × 16.5 cm.
Numbered 29/75.
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whose work is less known, under-rated or

effectively unseen because they worked in books.

Julian speaks with particular enthusiasm of Rena

Gardiner whose lithographed guidebooks were a

huge artistic achievement yet sold merely through

cathedral bookstalls and National Trust properties. 

Fourthly, both purchasing and making that

purchase public or commiting it to an institution,

is to exert influence, by selection. Asked who his

favourite artists are, Julian Francis replies,

‘Mackley, Bostock, Tute’. ‘Anne Desmet and

Edwina Ellis,’ he says and then expresses interest

in Neil Bousfield’s development. ‘Ravilious,

Hermes, Chadwick,’ he adds, reluctant to draw

the line. The first three are reliable creators of

rural atmosphere, traditionalist in different ways.

The next three are current, unpredictable and

technically inventive re-creators of the medium.

The final trio represent the heritage and

rediscovery of the lost. It’s a generous and

catholic selection.

However, none of these facets quite represent

the character of the print collection overall.

Visually (though not numerically) it is dominated

by Iain Macnab and the Grosvenor School. En

masse, Macnab’s prints can constitute a rather

banal Mediterranean travelogue; but viewed

selectively and ‘as prints’ their post-cubist

manner lets the eye pass across the surface of the

paper, linking the near and far of an otherwise

conventional perspective to kick-start ‘the view’

into a new freedom. They have a grace which,

surprisingly given their bold handling, easily gets

lost in reproduction, and a daring in the way

objects in the extreme foreground (a curtain, or a

soda-siphon on a windowsill – Macnab liked

landscapes seen from a high viewpoint) are folded

into the flattened surface. Historically, they

asserted the wood-engraved print as a large,

substantial, dense image. Macnab, and artists

associated or contemporary with him in an era

when wood engraving was the fashionable

medium, established this modernist ‘look’, the

‘style’ that first caught Julian’s eye. His collecting

has been built around the bold, clean-lined

compositional print. He avoids shagginess either

in the fin-de-siecle or the calligraphically-

influenced 1950s and ’60s. His acquisitions

proclaim a clear idea of what a print might be.

His choices outside that area are sharp and

historically interesting too. Impressively few make

you think ‘Why on earth did he buy that?’ Who

was Gerald Coles who made a crisp little

engraving of Road Menders in 1957 or Jolare

Williams, whose 1936 Dandelions anticipate Tute?

Though generally the collection does not go back

beyond 1920s modernism, it does include Sydney

Lee (quite shaggy) which in turn raises questions:

does the early Macnab of The River Auray (1925)

show Lee’s influence or his Mont Blanc that of

Noel Rooke? 

Acquisition provokes questions, questions lead to

learning, knowledge leads to the quest for the

particular, even the excitement of the chase. It took

ten years and three missed bids to track down

Gertrude Hermes’ Undercurrents. The collection

contains many such iconic images. The Bostock /

Macnab sort of prints are drier and less passionate

than Hermes’, or than Mackley’s – so empty that

surrealist menace haunts their rural idylls – or

George Tute’s with their near-mystical fecundity.

They are more a matter of design. 

‘Wood engravings are a very interesting

combination of art and craft,’ Julian says. ‘The

cutting techniques fascinate me (which is why I’ve

also collected blocks), and the fact that the cuts

make the white spaces, not the black ones. The

medium requires greater skills than many other
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artistic forms, in particular the ability to be able to

imagine what effect the cut block will have when

it’s printed. It encourages discipline and a well

thought-out design – there is no room for

covering up mistakes with more paint. 

‘Wood engraving is in some ways a limited art

form, but the limitations bring about wonderful

works because the artist has to work harder to

create an interesting and beautiful image. As Iain

Macnab said in 1938, it attracts “those artists who

[are] affected by the contemporary trend towards

clarity and simplicity of statement, more clean-cut

and precise draughtsmanship, and greater

insistence on design.” But design,’ Julian goes on,

‘although important, is not what makes a great

print. That depends on whether the design conveys

the artist’s thoughts and feelings effectively.’ He

quotes Macnab again: ‘What he has to express

matters more than his way of expressing it.’

‘The wood engravings I like best have an

excellent design and an image which conveys

strong feeling. They can be hung on the wall and

looked at again and again without one getting

tired of them. There’s always something more to

be seen, whether it’s some interesting piece of

cutting or a better understanding of what the

artist was trying to convey.’ Now, the collector’s

broad view intersects with the intense

relationship of an individual to a particular

work of art. ‘A wood engraving like Two People

by Gertrude Hermes has all these elements. It

has its “thunderous visual music”, it is

startlingly Cubist, the cutting is beautifully bold

and diverse; and the image conveys the desire of

two lovers to merge into one another and the

impossibility of doing so. 

‘That forlorn hope gives one plenty to mull

over. But perhaps I’m reading too much into it?’

he adds modestly. I don’t think so. ‘Message

received, Gert’, is what I think. 

Simon Brett

Marlborough, July 2012 

Gertrude Hermes, Two People
(1934), wood engraving, 50.7 ×
30.5 cm. Numbered 11/35.
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FURTHER READING:

Alderson, B., Edward Ardizzone: A
Bibliographic Commentary, Private
Libraries Association, Pinner,
British Museum, London and Oak
Knoll Press, New Castle, 2003 

Ardizzone, N., Edward Ardizzone’s
World: The Etchings and
Lithographs, Unicorn Press and
Wolseley Fine Arts, London, 2000

White, G., Edward Ardizzone,
Schocken Books, New York, 1980

Yorke, M., To War with Paper and
Brush, The Fleece Press, Upper
Denby, 2007

1. edWard ardizzone
(1900–1979)

Edward Ardizzone was both a talented writer and artist. He

is perhaps best known for the Little Tim books which have

entertained generations of children (and their parents)

since they were first published in 1936. But his range is

much wider. He wrote and illustrated many books,

including memoirs of his time as a War Artist, and

produced many drawings, watercolours and prints

(particularly lithographs). He is one of the best illustrators

of the 20th century. My favourite book is The Local in

which his lithographs beautifully conjure up the convivial

atmosphere of the 1930s pub before it was shattered by the

War, the destruction of many pubs in the 1960s and the

smoking ban of 2007. What a treat it would have been to

share a pint with Mr. Ardizzone in one of those pubs! 

The Local by Maurice Gorman (Cassell & Co., 1939), 23.5 ×
16 cm, with colour lithographs. No edition size specified. 

iMaGe and Word: cataloGue



FURTHER READING:

Bacon, C. and McGregor J., Edward
Bawden, Cecil Higgins Art Gallery,
Bedford, 2008

Bliss, D. P., Edward Bawden, The
Pendomer Press, Godalming, 1979

Webb, B. and Skipwith, P., Design:
Edward Bawden and Eric Ravilious,
Antique Collectors’ Club,
Woodbridge, 2005

Yorke, M., The Inward Laugh:
Edward Bawden and his circle, The
Fleece Press, Upper Denby, 2005

2. edWard BaWden
(1903–1989)

Edward Bawden’s coloured linocuts of London and Essex

from the 1950s and 60s are very popular at the moment.

But I prefer his copper engravings from the 1920s like The

Pier. It succinctly captures the feeling of a stormy day at the

seaside with the waves rolling in. Bawden and Eric

Ravilious have recently become something of an industry,

but with good reason. Bawden could turn his hand to

pretty much anything and make a success of it. Murals,

wallpaper, designs for ceramics and, of course, book

illustration. Adam and Evelyn at Kew is one of his earliest

and best. The illustrations complement the text and add a

dash of humour. Go and see his work at the wonderful

collection at the Cecil Higgins Art Gallery in Bedford.

13

Adam and Evelyn at Kew by
Robert Herring (Elkin

Mathews & Marrot, 1930),
22.8 × 15 cm, with

reproductions of ink and
watercolour drawings. Edition

of 1060 numbered copies
(some of which were un-
numbered when issued). 

The Pier (1927), copper engraving, 10.7 × 16.9 cm.
Edition of 40. 
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Sport on the Common (1946), wood engraving, 14 × 21.5 cm.
Not editioned; only a few copies made. 

These Things also are Spring’s: Poems of Edward Thomas (The Folio Press, 1988),
selected and introduced by Patrick Garland, 25.1 × 16.9 cm, with wood engravings.
No edition size specified.

3. JaMes Bostock
(1916-2006)

James Bostock’s wood engravings deserve to be much

better known than they are. Sport on the Common shows

him using all his skills to depict a lively scene – he gets so

much movement into the picture. Whilst many of his

wood engravings are representational and lend themselves

to illustration (as in These Things also are Spring’s), there

are some interesting semi-abstract ones from the early

1950s. At his best there is a huge variety of cutting as in the

great Sun Dazzle (1961).



Madley Satellite Terminal and Hereford Landscape
(1978), engraving, 27x 28 cm. Edition of 15. 

The Sculptures of Kilpeck (The Barton Press, 1987) written and illustrated
with engravings by Reg Boulton, 28.5 × 28 cm. Edition of 100 signed copies. 
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4. reG Boulton 
(1923- 2012)

Reg Boulton will always be associated with his magnificent

wood engravings of the Romanesque church at Kilpeck in

Herefordshire in The Sculptures of Kilpeck. This is his

crowning achievement. But he also did other wood

engravings such as the rather bizarre one of the satellite

terminal at Madley.



The Lad Philisides (The Old Stile Press, 1988), 27.1 × 15.5 cm,
with wood engravings. Signed and numbered 66/225.
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5. harry BrockWay
(born 1958)

Harry Brockway is one of the best of the current

generation of wood engravers, and also a well-known

sculptor. He has illustrated a number of private press

books and also books for the Folio Society and other

publishers. The Lad Philisides shows off his talent for

detailed and beautifully cut wood engravings which do

more than just complement the text.



Love Night (The Golden Cockerel Press, 1936) by
Powys Mathers, 25.8 × 16.5 cm, with wood engravings.
Numbered 42/80 of the special edition in full calf with
an extra suite of wood engravings. 

Café Dansant II (1930), wood engraving,
21.4 × 27.8 cm. Numbered 21/30. 

Baigneuses Balinaises (1931), wood engraving,
27.7 × 21.6 cm. Numbered 21/30.
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6. John Buckland WriGht
(1897–1954)

John Buckland Wright’s sensuous women will be familiar

to many, and Baigneuses Balinaises and Love Night will not

disappoint those looking for that aspect of his work. But

there is so much more to him than that. He is one of the

very best wood and line engravers of the 20th century.

More than anyone else of his generation, he absorbed

artistic influences from the Continent during his time in

Brussels and Paris where he lived and worked in the 1920s

and 30s. Café Dansant No. II pre-dates his time at Atelier

17 in Paris with William Hayter (from 1933/34 to the

beginning of the War). It shows none of the abstract or

surrealist influences which were to appear in his work

during that period. He illustrated a very large range of

books for various private presses in the Netherlands and

England including the Halcyon Press and The Golden

Cockerel Press. These books are amongst the very best

produced in period from the late 1920s to the mid-1950s.

The Fleece Press has published an excellent series of books

about his work.

FURTHER READING:

Buckland-Wright, B., The Engravings of John Buckland
Wright, Scolar Press, Aldershot, 1990

Buckland-Wright, J., Etching & Engraving: Techniques
and the Modern Trend, The Studio, London, 1953

The five books by The Fleece Press: Bathers and Dancers
(1993), Baigneuses (1995), Surreal Times (2000),
Endeavours and Experiments (2004) and To Beauty
(2007)
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7. toM chadWick 
(1912–1942)

Tom Chadwick’s promising career was cut short when he

was killed at the Battle of El Alamein in 1942. He trained

with Iain Macnab at The Grosvenor School of Modern Art

between 1932 and 1936. Derby Day is one of his best early

wood engravings with its lively depiction of the racecourse

at Epsom. Like Macnab and some of his fellow graduates of

the Grosvenor School (for example, Gwenda Morgan), he

got work from the Samson Press. He did some excellent

two-colour Christmas cards, and in 1938 he was asked to

illustrate The Christ-child. His illustrations attempt to

elucidate the obscure poem by the now almost forgotten

Dutch poet, P. C. Boutens (1870-1943).

FURTHER READING:

Francis, J. Tom Chadwick and the
Grosvenor School of Modern Art,
The Fleece Press, Upper Denby,
2012

The Christ-child (Samson Press, 1938) by P. C.
Boutens (translated from the Dutch), 17 × 25 cm,
with wood engravings. Numbered 45/150.

Derby Day (1933),
wood engraving,
18.1 × 25.1 cm.
Numbered 4/60. 



In Praise of John Baskerville (The Fleece Press, 1994), by F. E. Pardoe, 5.9 × 7.5 cm,
with wood engravings. Edition of 260 un-numbered copies.
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8. anthony christMas 
(born 1953)

How small can a book get and still be readable and have

interesting illustrations? In praise of John Baskerville shows

that it can be very small. This book shows the ingenuity of

The Fleece Press and Anthony Christmas. If you like what

you see, try some bigger books illustrated by him. The ones

from The Hermit Press are very good, and you’re sure to

like his colour engraving of fairground horses in Country

Vignettes (1991).
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9. roBert colquhoun 
(1914–1962)

The Two Roberts (Colquhuon and MacBryde) are back in

fashion, and deservedly so. It’s perhaps appropriate that

the quieter of the two illustrated Poems of Sleep and Dream.

Part of a series of books called “New Excursions into

English Poetry” produced just after the end of the War,

Colquhoun’s lithographs add verve and colour to a set of

poems and prose that are rather dreary. Did anyone ever

read them all I wonder?

FURTHER READING:

Bristow, R., The Last Bohemians:
The Two Roberts – Colquhoun and
MacBryde, Samson & Company,
Bristol, 2010

Poems of Sleep and Dream (Frederick Muller, 1947), chosen
by Carol Stewart, 20.9 × 14.5 cm, with colour lithographs.
No edition size specified.
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10. John craiG 
(born 1932)

The Locks of the Oxford Canals is my favourite book from

The Whittington Press I think. But it’s a close run thing.

Sometimes I decide in favour of Britten’s Aldeburgh (1997)

which is also illustrated by John Craig. The wood

engravings in both books are exquisite. But I think I prefer

to be on the river than by the sea.

The Locks of the Oxford Canals (The Whittington Press, 1984), 27.3 × 20 cm, with wood engravings.
One of 7 specials with an extra set of wood engravings and numbered VI.
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11. John craxton 
(1922-2009)

The prices for John Craxton’s paintings are shooting up.

As often happens, the death of an artist leads to renewed

interest. Let’s hope The Poet’s Eye receives some more

attention too. This is another set of poems and prose from

the Muller stable, and probably the best of the seven “New

Excursions into English Poetry”. The weird cuttlefish on

the cover creates a disturbing atmosphere which is

continued by the heavily inked, brooding neo-Romantic

lithographs. John Craxton insisted that the poem

Shoreham by Samuel Palmer was included.

FURTHER READING:

Collins, I., John Craxton, Lund
Humphries, Farnham, 2011

The Poet’s Eye (Frederick Muller,
1944), chosen by Geoffrey
Grigson, 21 × 14.5 cm, with
colour lithographs and
reproduced line drawings.
No edition size specified.



Reconstructing the Ruins (Anne Desmet, 1992), by Anne Desmet, 9 × 9.5 cm, with wood engravings. Signed and numbered 2/15.
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12. anne desMet 
(born 1964)

A Second Development and the book Reconstructing the

Ruins show Anne Desmet’s fascination with buildings and

the effect they have on the landscape. This is a recurring

theme which has made her an ideal choice to record the

changes that the new 2012 Olympic venues have made to

East London. There’s also been an exciting development in

her work from the early wood engravings and linocuts to

the collages and use of unexpected new materials. Hackney

Marshes Dawn incorporates a razor clam shell dug from

the Olympic site on to which she has placed a wood

engraving embellished with gold leaf. Now that’s taking the

sometimes humble wood engraving to a new level!

FURTHER READING:

Desmet, A. and Anderson, J.,
Handmade Prints, A&C Black,
London, 2000

A Second Development (1991), wood engraving, 7.5 × 20 cm. Numbered 11/27. 

Hackney Marshes Dawn (2010), wood engraving fixed on a razor clam shell
with gold leaf added, 2.6 × 18 × 0.6 cm. Unique.  



Hope (1986), colour engraving using a Delrin
block, 10 × 7.5 cm. Numbered 70/75. 

On the Theme of the Maxims of the Duc de la Rochefoucauld (The Florin Press, 1986), 
45 × 39.5 cm, with wood engravings. Numbered 42/75.
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13. edWina ellis 
(born 1946)

Edwina Ellis’s engravings are often enticingly full of warm,

strong colours. But she can also excel in black and white

(and all the tones in between). The Maxims is an

astonishing tour-de-force of engraving which deserves to

be much better known than it is. The engravings have a

startling three-dimensional effect making you want to pick

up the pieces of paper shown in the images. 



FURTHER READING:

Farleigh, J., Graven Image,
Macmillan, London, 1940 

Poole, M., The Wood Engravings of
John Farleigh, Gresham Books,
Henley-on-Thames, 1985 

The Man Who Died (William Heinemann,1935) by D. H. Lawrence,
28.5 × 21.2 cm, with wood engravings printed in red and black.
No edition size specified.
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14. John FarleiGh
(1900–1965)

John Farleigh achieved popular success with his

illustrations for George Bernard Shaw’s The Adventures of

the Black Girl in her Search for God (Constable, 1932). The

cover illustration of this small book was based on a much

larger wood engraving called The Black Girl. We see her

looming menacingly out of the print with her piercing

white eyes. It’s a brilliant design. His wood engravings are

distinctive in that they often look more like line engravings

done on wood instead of copper. But they’re none the

worse for that. He illustrated a number of other books

including The Man Who Died. The very powerful, colour

wood engravings in this book are so much more than just

illustrations of the text. He was also an influential teacher

to many young artists such as Monica Poole (who wrote a

book about him), as well as a designer and arts administrator.

The Black Girl (1932),
wood engraving,
37.3 × 26.8 cm.
Numbered 12/50. 
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15. Barnett FreedMan 
(1901–1958)

Barnett Freedman is for me the best colour illustrator of

the 20th century with a stunning run of books and jackets

for Faber and Faber, The Limited Editions Club and The

Heritage Press. My two favourite books are Memoirs of an

Infantry Officer and Anna Karenina. The lithographs for

Anna Karenina are particularly fine with their soft pastel

colours. Like Edward Bawden and Eric Ravilious, he was

also a versatile commercial artist and turned his hand to

designing wallpaper, advertisements, posters, catalogues

and stamps. He also served as a War Artist and produced

some memorable images of the War.

FURTHER READING:

Rogerson, I., Barnett Freedman: the
graphic art, The Fleece Press, Upper
Denby, 2006

Rogerson, I., Tone, texture, light and
shade: A Barnett Freedman Picture
Album, The Fleece Press, Upper
Denby, 2011

Bound volume
of the colour
lithographs for
Anna Karenina (The
Limited Editions
Club, 1951),
presentation copy
dedicated to Olive
and Edwin Smith.

Memoirs of an Infantry Officer (Faber & Faber, 1931) by Siegfried
Sassoon, 23 × 15 cm, with photolithographs of original drawings.
Numbered 173/320 and signed by Sassoon and Freedman. 



The Equilibriad (The Hogarth Press, 1948) by William Sansom, 22.5 × 14.9 cm,
with reproductions of drawings. Numbered 131/750.
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16. lucian Freud 
(1922–2011)

Everyone knows about the art of Lucian Freud, particularly

following the excellent show at the National Portrait

Gallery this year. But few people know that he illustrated

three books in the 1940s and 50s. The portraits in The

Equilibriad are often disturbing like his paintings from this

period.
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17. rena Gardiner 
(1929–1999)

Rena Gardiner is one of the great forgotten book

illustrators of the 20th century. She produced a series of

books and guides to stately homes, cathedrals, abbeys,

churches and towns filled to the brim with excellent colour

lithographs. Many of these guides were produced for the

National Trust and sold for ridiculously small sums. If only

the National Trust would sell guides with original

lithographs nowadays! I particularly like the books dealing

with Dorset (where I live) and Portrait of Dorset is a

fantastic production where her lithographs perfectly

complement the text she wrote.

FURTHER READING:

Tony Burton-Page, ‘Prints of England’, Dorset Life,
January 2010

Andrews, M., ‘Rena Gardiner and the Workshop Press’,
Printmaking Today (vol. 2 no. 4) Winter 1993

Randle, J., ‘Rena Gardiner’s Workshop Press’,
Matrix 10, The Whittington Press, Andoversford, 1990

Portrait of Dorset: The South-East (self-published, 1960), written and with colour lithographs by Rena Gardiner, 26 × 20 cm. Numbered 3/30 and signed. 



Dublin under Snow (1918), wood engraving, 9.1 × 14.2 cm.
Inscribed to Rupert Lee. Edition size unknown.
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18. roBert GiBBinGs 
(1889–1958)

Robert Gibbings produced a fascinating range of work over

his lifetime. I particularly like the beautifully abstract wood

engravings like Dublin under Snow with their blocks of

black and white. He was one of the founders of the Society

of Wood Engravers in 1919 which is thankfully still with us

and doing sterling work to promote wood engraving

through exhibitions and its magazine Multiples. He ran

The Golden Cockerel Press from 1924 to 1933 and

illustrated many books for them and Dent, often supplying

the words as well. He liked to travel, and was always happy

on or in the water, as reflected in his books about the

Thames. The 7th Man is particularly quirky and results

from a trip he made to Tahiti in 1929. 

FURTHER READING:

Andrews, M. J., The Life and Work
of Robert Gibbings, Primrose Hill
Press, Bicester, 2003 

Empson, P. (ed.), The Wood
Engravings of Robert Gibbings,
Dent, London, 1959 

The 7th Man (The Golden Cockerel Press, 1930) by
Robert Gibbings, 19.6 × 12.8 cm, with wood
engravings. Signed and numbered 469/500.



FURTHER READING:

The Engravings of Eric Gill, with an
introduction by Douglas
Cleverdon, Christopher Skelton,
Wellingborough, 1983

MacCarthy, F., Eric Gill, Faber and
Faber, London, 1989 
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19. eric Gill 
(1882–1940)

Eric Gill needs no introduction. He is as well known for his

sculpture and lettering as he is for his prints and books.

And notorious now for other things. This Self-portrait was

dedicated to his daughter Petra. I am particularly fond of

his engravings in Canticum Canticorum where the soft,

stippled effect makes the bodies so lifelike.

Self-portrait (1927), wood engraving,
18 × 12.5 cm. Inscribed “Petra from
Daddy”. Pre-final state.

Dilecti Mei Pulsantis (1930), wood
engraving P668, 14.7 × 6.7 cm.
Signed and numbered 3/15

Canticum Canticorum (Cranach Presse, 1931), 26 × 13.7 cm,
with wood engravings. Numbered 43/200.  



FURTHER READING:

Chambers, D., Joan Hassall, Private
Libraries Association, Pinner, 1985

North, B. (ed.), Dearest Joana: A
Selection of Joan Hassall’s lifetime
letters and art, The Fleece Press,
Denby Dale, 2000
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20. Joan hassall 
(1906–1988)

Joan Hassall illustrated a wide range of books. I don’t like

all of them; for example, I’m not keen on the Folio Society

work. But the frontispiece to Urania is very finely cut. She

is particularly good at drawing animals and nature, and the

wood engravings in The Strange World of Nature are

superb. The imminent demise of the frog is brought to life

by her skills as an artist.

Urania (1950), wood
engraving, 14 × 9 cm.
Edition of 10.

The Strange World of Nature (Lutterworth Press, 1950),
by Bernard Gootch, 22 × 15 cm, with wood engravings.
No edition size specified.
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21. Gertrude herMes 
(1901–1983)

Gertrude Hermes is one of the most talented all-round

artists of the 20th century with a sustained development in

her work throughout her life. Her current lack of

recognition is a puzzle but perhaps stems partly from her

disdain for the art trade during her lifetime. No one

surpasses her skill and imagination as a wood engraver,

and she was a very good line engraver and lino-cutter as

well. Her sculpture is outstanding and will be better

appreciated following the recent book about it. The three

wood engravings in this exhibition show the glorious range

of her talent, in particular Two People with its strong

emotional force, bold Cubist design and vigorous and

varied cutting. The Pilgrim’s Progress shows her and her

husband Blair Hughes-Stanton working together before

their divorce in 1933 to produce one of the classic private

press books with a suite of splendid wood engravings. They

don’t make books like that any more!

FURTHER READING:

Hill, J., The Sculpture of Gertrude
Hermes, Lund Humphries,
Farnham, 2011

Russell, J. (ed.), The Wood-
Engravings of Gertrude Hermes,
Scolar Press, Aldershot, 1993

Autumn Fruits (1935),
wood engraving, 38
cm diameter.
Numbered 15/30. 

Two People (1934), wood engraving,
50.7 × 30.5 cm. Numbered 11/35.
Illustrated on page 11.

The Prawn (1950), coloured wood
engraving, 17.5 × 24.8 cm. Numbered
28/30. Illustrated inside front cover.

The Pilgrim’s Progress (Cresset Press, 1928) by John
Bunyan, 37 × 26.2 cm, with wood engravings by Blair
Hughes-Stanton and Gertrude Hermes (two volumes).
Numbered 94/195.
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22. Blair huGhes-stanton 
(1902–1981)

I’ve always preferred Hermes to Hughes-Stanton, not that

they should necessarily be linked together despite their

marriage and joint book projects. But there’s no denying

the excellence of the work he did for The Cresset Press, The

Golden Cockerel Press, The Gregynog Press and other

private presses in the 1920 and 30s. He was in charge of

artistic matters at The Gregynog Press from 1930 to 1933

(assisted by his wife, Gertrude Hermes, and Agnes Miller

Parker). He had sole control of The Revelation of Saint John

the Divine. It is a perfectly integrated design with

adventurous lettering on the extraordinary title-page and

elsewhere and finely cut wood engravings. The Holy Family

goes even further into Cubism than Hermes’ Two People

but without conveying the same strength of feeling.

FURTHER READING:

Hughes-Stanton, P., The Wood-
Engravings of Blair Hughes-Stanton,
Private Libraries Association,
Pinner, 1991

The Revelation of Saint John the Divine (The Gregynog Press, 1933),
35 × 21 cm, with wood engravings. Numbered 151/250.

The Holy Family (1935),
wood engraving, 16.8 ×
27.9 cm. Numbered 3/15. 
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23. david Jones 
(1895–1974)

David Jones is a fascinating figure. Not just an artist but

also a writer and poet with a mystical bent. He worked

with Eric Gill in the 1920s, and learnt a range of skills from

him including engraving, carving and calligraphy. His

watercolours have become very sought-after in recent

years. His wood engravings in three books for The Golden

Cockerel Press in 1925–27 are the summit of his

achievement as a wood engraver: Gulliver’s Travels, The

Book of Jonah and The Chester Play of the Deluge (from

which The Ark is Completed is taken). An amazingly

productive 3 years!

The Ark is Completed
(1927), wood engraving,
16.5 × 14 cm. Edition of 15. 

FURTHER READING:

Cleverdon, D., The Engravings of
David Jones, Clover Hill Editions,
London, 1981

Miles, J. and Shiel, D., David Jones:
The Maker Unmade, Seren,
Bridgend, 1995

Travels into Several Remote Nations of the World ... by Lemuel
Gulliver (The Golden Cockerel Press, 1925) by Jonathan
Swift, 26.3 × 20.1 cm, with wood engravings (some hand-
coloured), in two volumes. Numbered 246/480.

Map of the Fourth Voyage (1925),
wood engraving, 17.3 × 13 cm.
Edition of 10. 
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24. linda landers 
(born 1959)

Spoon Print Press burst onto the scene in 1993 with an

exuberance like that shown by the people in Spring. Linda

has been delighting us with her books ever since. A pupil of

Cecil Collins, she is intrigued by all things mystical. As a

result we get lots of poems and prose by writers like

William Blake and Thomas Traherne illustrated with

wonderful coloured wood engravings. Let’s hope her

mortal hand and eye keeps them coming! 

Spring (1993), colour wood engraving,
17 × 8 cm. Numbered 9/75. 

The Vision of Childhood (Spoon Print Press, 1994)
by Thomas Traherne, 32.2 × 17.2 cm, with colour
wood engravings. Signed and numbered 3/100.



FURTHER READING:

Jaffé, P., The Wood Engravings of
Clare Leighton, Silent Books,
Cambridge, 1992

Leighton, C., Wood Engraving and
Woodcuts, The Studio, London, 1932

Leighton, D. R. (ed.), Clare
Leighton: The growth and shaping of
an artist, The Estate of Clare
Leighton, 2009 
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Four Hedges (Gollancz, 1935) by Clare Leighton, 26.8 × 20.5 cm,
with reproduced wood engravings. No edition size specified.

Corsican Washerwomen (1934), wood
engraving, 21.5 × 25.5 cm. Edition of 230.

Lopping (1932), wood
engraving, 20.2 × 25.3 cm.
Numbered 15/20.
Illustrated on page 2.

25. clare leiGhton 
(1898–1989)

Clare Leighton will be familiar to many people as an artist

who is supremely good at writing about and depicting the

countryside and gardens, and the people working in them.

Lopping (included in the book The Farmer’s Year in 1933)

and Corsican Washerwomen are excellent examples of this.

Four Hedges is typical of the books she wrote with their

close observation of nature and carefully crafted wood

engravings to match the text. These books were very

popular when first published and they have been reissued

frequently since.   
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26. kenneth lindley
(1928–1986)

Kenneth Lindley is an interesting artist whose wide-

ranging work merits a book before he is forgotten. He

wrote and illustrated a number of books on architecture

and buildings. Chapels and Meeting Houses (John Baker,

1969) and Of Graves and Epitaphs (Hutchinson, 1965) are

both interesting and attractive with forewords by John

Piper. But his Pointing Finger Press is much more exciting

and little known. He produced small editions of about

twelve books between the mid-1960s and mid-1980s in

attractive bindings. Find them whilst you can! 

A Hereford Window (Pointing Finger Press, 1979) by
Kenneth Lindley, 30.9 × 24 cm, with colour and black and
white woodcuts and wood engravings. Numbered 9/50. 

Canal at Cossington
(1955), wood
engraving, 9 × 13.5 cm.
Edition of 75.

FURTHER READING:

Hedger, R. and Hall, D., ‘Kenneth
Lindley and the Pointing Finger
Press’, Matrix 10, The Whittington
Press, Andoversford, 1990



The Sluice Gate (1955), wood engraving, 10 × 12.5 cm.
Numbered 68/75. 
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27. GeorGe Mackley 
(1900–1983)

George Mackley is best known for his small and very

perfectly formed wood engravings often of buildings set in

the countryside. From a distance wood engravings like The

Sluice Gate almost look like photographs. When you realise

they are wood engravings, they feel almost surreal – they

just look too exact to be natural. However, Mackley also

did many wood engravings of plants and weeds which look

very realistic. 

FURTHER READING:

Engraved in the Wood: a collection of
wood engravings by George Mackley,
with an appreciation by Ruari
McLean, The Two-Horse Press,
London, 1968

Green, L. H. (ed.), The George
Mackley Collection, Gresham
Books, Old Woking, 1981

Mackley, G., Wood Engraving,
Gresham Books, Henley-on-
Thames, 1985

Weeds and Wildflowers (The Two-Horse Press, 1965)
by Armida Maria-Theresa Colt, 30.5 × 24 cm, with
wood engravings. Numbered 19/250.
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28. iain MacnaB 
(1890–1967)

Iain Macnab was an influential teacher and

arts administrator as well as an artist. He

founded the Grosvenor School of Modern Art

in London in 1925. Macnab had an important

influence on a number of artists who studied

there in the 1920s and 30s such as Tom

Chadwick, Gwenda Morgan and Rachel

Reckitt. He illustrated a number of books for

the Samson Press including Tam O’Shanter. 

He was a great fan of France and Southern

Europe and used to take his students to the

Costa Brava and other places on the

Continent. The two wood engravings show

the influence of these travels. The River Auray

demonstrates his excellent cutting abilities.

Look at the amazing way he has managed to

capture the reflection in the water! A

Southern Landscape illustrates his skill in

designing a picture. By putting the fruit bowl

and curtain close up at the front of the

picture he has managed to achieve a great

feeling of depth as our eyes are drawn from

the fruit bowl to the sea in the distance. The

block for this wood engraving is also on

display. 

Wood engraving is a craft as well as an art,

and the gessoed block shows what

sophisticated cutting skills are needed to

make an image like A Southern Landscape.

But it’s not as simple as just cutting – a leap

of imagination is required to get to the final

image. The cutting makes the white lines on

the paper after the block is inked and printed,

not the black lines. As a result, the artist has

to think in reverse and imagine how to create

the black lines and spaces he wants. On top of

this, they also need to take into account that

the image will be the other way round after

it’s printed.  

FURTHER READING:

Garrett, A., Wood Engravings and Drawings of Iain
Macnab of Barachastlain, Midas Books, Tunbridge
Wells, 1973

Macnab, I., The Student’s Book of Wood Engraving,
Pitman, London, 1938

Southern Landscape and its block
(1933), 20 × 25 cm. Numbered 4/60.

The River Auray
(1925), wood
engraving, 
11.3 × 9.5 cm.
Numbered 2/30.

Tam O’Shanter (Samson Press, 1934) by Robert Burns,
23.4 × 16 cm, with wood engravings. Numbered 19/250. 
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29. Frank Martin
(1921–2005)

Dennis Hall’s Parrot Press changes its name regularly by

adding an adjective, but the books are always of a

consistently high standard with masses of inventive design.

Newhaven Dieppe is in Frank Martin’s usual rumbustious

style and, as always, he manages to get some naked ladies

into the illustrations. The book exudes a love of life.

FURTHER READING:

Bishop, H., The Wood Engravings of
Frank Martin, Previous Parrot
Press, Church Hanborough, 1998

Newhaven Dieppe (Previous Parrot Press,
1996) by Frank Martin, 19.6 × 35.6 cm,
with wood engravings. Signed and
numbered 210/216. 
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30. enid Marx 
(1902–1998)

Enid Marx was a designer and an artist. Pattern-making

was her penchant and she designed many patterned textiles

and papers. Most famously, her abstract and geometric

patterns were used for the moquette fabric covering the

seating on London buses and Underground tube trains.

She also wrote and illustrated many children’s books some

of which incorporated themes resulting from her interest

in folk art (which resulted in two ground-breaking books

on English popular art in 1947 and 1951). Her books were

often light-hearted and jokey, like the spider dangling

down the back cover of Nursery Rhymes. She was taught

wood engraving by Eric Ravilious and also produced bold,

colourful linocuts, often of animals. The recent exhibition

at the Pallant House Gallery in Chichester showed what an

excellent printmaker she was.

Langham Place,
London (1937), wood
engraving, 5 × 7.6 cm.
Edition size unknown. 

Nursery Rhymes
(Chatto & Windus,
1939) by Enid Marx,
18.8 × 12 cm, with
wood engravings. No
edition size specified.
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31. edWard MckniGht kauFFer 
(1890–1954)

Edward McKnight Kauffer was an American designer and

poster artist who became a major figure in British

advertising between the Wars. He designed over 140

posters for London Underground alone and many others

for clients like Shell and B.P. He should be better known as

a book illustrator. The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe

contains eight hand-coloured gouache pochoir illustrations

printed at the Curwen Press in lush, vibrant colours and

bold shapes. Pochoir is the French word for stencilling, a

printing technique where colours are brushed onto the

paper through holes cut in stencils. The Curwen Press

became internationally renowned as a commercial printer

in the inter-War years and was closely associated with

many of the leading artists of the period including Edward

Bawden, Barnett Freedman, McKnight Kauffer and Eric

Ravilious.   

FURTHER READING:

Gilmour, P., Artists at Curwen,
Tate Gallery, London, 1977 

Haworth-Booth, M., E. McKnight
Kauffer: a designer and his public,
The Gordon Fraser Gallery,
London, 1979

Webb, B. and Skipwith, P., Design:
E. McKnight Kauffer, Antique
Collectors’ Club, Woodbridge,
2007 

The Life and strange surprising Adventures of Robinson Crusoe of York, Mariner (Frederick Etchells
& Hugh Macdonald, 1929) by Daniel Defoe, 26.3 × 21.5 cm, with hand-coloured pochoir
illustrations. One of the signed specials numbered 20/35.
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32. aGnes Miller Parker 
(1895–1980)

There is a silky fineness to Agnes Miller Parker’s work

which makes her for me one of the best wood engravers.

Geese shows off the soft roundness of her design which

brings her animals to life so well. She was the ideal person

to choose to do the illustrations for The Fables of Esope.

The wood engravings and design are an amazing

achievement. The title page is just perfect and so

beautifully balanced. It’s my favourite 20th century private

press book.

FURTHER READING:

Rogerson, I., Agnes Miller Parker: wood
engraver and book illustrator, 1895-1980, The
Fleece Press, Wakefield, 1990

Rogerson, I., Agnes Miller Parker: Wood
Engravings for the Fables of Esope (two
volumes), Gwasg Gregynog, Newtown, 1996

Rogerson, I., The Wood Engravings of Agnes
Miller Parker, British Library, London and
Mark Batty Publisher, West New York, 2005 

The Fables of Esope (The Gregynog Press,
1931), 31.5 × 23 cm, with wood engravings.
Numbered 36/250.

Waterlilies and Dragonflies (1937), wood
engraving, 10.5 × 12 cm. Numbered 14/35. 

Geese (1920), wood
engraving, 16.1 × 14.2 cm.
Numbered 2/50. Illustrated
on Contents page.
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33. GWenda MorGan 
(1908–1991)

Gwenda Morgan’s work always makes me smile. There’s a

happy, optimistic, funny, whimsical feel to it. Her style is

very distinctive, and the design often incorporates a

number of small vignettes in one image. It was well suited

to illustration and she did a number of excellent books for

The Golden Cockerel Press and the Samson Press.

FURTHER READING:

The Wood-engravings of Gwenda
Morgan, with an introduction by
John Randle, The Whittington
Press, Andoversford, 1985 

Pictures & Rhymes (Samson Press, 1936) by D. G. Bunting,
23.5 × 18 cm, with wood engravings. Numbered 4/200.

. 

Gypsy Encampment
(probably 1930s), wood
engraving, 12.7 × 12.7 cm.
Numbered 8/50. 
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34. John nash 
(1893–1977)

John Nash was a keen plantsman and gardener, and he is

well-known for his landscapes and pictures of flowers. But

his wood engravings are little known. His interest in, and

ability to draw, plants is easy to see in the book Poisonous

Plants. I love the way they are divided into the categories of

deadly, dangerous and suspect. I’d never realised that

Buttercups might be suspect! The combination of the

excellent wood engravings and the intriguing text make

this a book I leaf through often. His art is generally less

brooding than his brother Paul’s. But he could create

strangely atmospheric images too, like Transmutation. 

FURTHER READING:

The Wood-Engravings of John Nash,
complied by Jeremy Greenwood
with an introduction by John
O’Connor, The Wood Lea Press,
Liverpool, 1987

John Nash: Twenty one wood
engravings, introduced by Alan
Freer, The Fleece Press, Wakefield,
1993

Colvin, C., John Nash: Book
Designs, The Minories, Colchester,
1986

Lewis, J., John Nash: the painter as
illustrator, Potter Books,
Godalming, 1978

Webb, B. and Skipwith P., Design:
Paul and John Nash, Antique
Collectors’ Club, Woodbridge,
2006

Transmutation (1929), 
wood engraving, 12.2 × 8 cm.
Edition of 50. 

Poisonous Plants: Deadly, Dangerous and Suspect (Frederick Etchells
& Hugh Macdonald, 1927) with brief descriptions by W. Dallimore,
31 × 20 cm, with wood engravings. Numbered 64/350.
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35. Paul nash 
(1889–1946)

Paul Nash had a huge influence on 20th century art, design

and photography. His famous painting Totes Meer (1941)

can be seen at Tate Britain. What other painting shows the

futility of war better? His books and wood engravings have

been overshadowed by his success in other media.

Although not the best wood engraver technically (they can

look like woodcuts) that is beside the point. His images

evoke strong atmospheres and feelings as in The Meeting

Place. The books he illustrated deserve to be much better

known. Their scarcity makes this difficult, but Clare

Colvin’s book is hugely helpful. Genesis is one of the best.

It’s beautifully designed and the typeface is very original.

Who else but Paul Nash would have illustrated the

beginning of the creation with a simple black square?

Genesis (The Nonesuch Press, 1924), 27.6 × 19.6 cm,
with wood engravings. Numbered 89/375.

FURTHER READING:

The Wood-Engravings of Paul Nash,
compiled by Jeremy Greenwood
with an introductory essay by
Simon Brett, The Wood Lea Press,
Woodbridge, 1997 

Colvin, C., Paul Nash: Book
Designs, The Minories, Colchester,
1982

Webb, B. and Skipwith,P., Design:
Paul and John Nash, Antique
Collectors’ Club, Woodbridge,
2006 

Meeting Place (1922), wood
engraving, 11.3 × 15.1 cm.
Edition of 25. 
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36. John o’connor 
(1913–2004)

John O’Connor had a deep love of the English countryside

and its people. His wood engravings give you a view of a

landscape but not in a strictly representational way. They

are designed to bring out the features he wanted to stress

and the feelings he wanted to get across. In Kensington

Palace, the flowers are brought right to the front of the

picture so that the park around the palace is emphasised

and you can better imagine walking through it and

smelling the flowers. It’s a glorious evocation of summer.

He introduced colour into his wood engravings to great

effect by over-printing coloured linocuts. The success of

this new technique can be seen in Canals, Barges and

People. The colours look a little strange, but it works

wonderfully! It’s a book I go back to again and again.

FURTHER READING:

The Wood-engravings of John
O’Connor, with a commentary by
Jeannie O’Connor, The
Whittington Press, Andoversford,
1989

O’Connor, J., The technique of
Wood Engraving, Batsford, London,
1971

Canals, Barges and People (Art and Technics, 1950) by John
O’Connor, 22 × 17 cm, with wood engravings over-printed
with colour linocuts. No edition size specified.
Also illustrated on inside back cover.

Kensington Palace (1938),
wood engraving, 16.5 × 22 cm.
Artist proof; edition size
unknown.



Interiors (The Whittington Press, 1985) by Howard Phipps, 25.5 × 18.8 cm,
with wood engravings, some in colour. Numbered 2/140.
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37. hoWard PhiPPs 
(born 1954)

I’ve been lucky to know Howard for a number of years.

Living in Dorset, I particularly appreciate his wood

engravings of Chesil Beach and of the chalk hills in the

north of the county (like Hambledon Hill). He’s also done

a drawing and wood engraving of my house, and it was

fascinating to see the development of the wood engraving

from the drawing. His interiors are also alluring,

particularly when he adds colour, and The Whittington

Press has published two volumes of these. 

Chesil Beach in February (1984), wood engraving,
5 × 10 cm. Numbered 53/75.
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38. John PiPer 
(1903–1992)

No introduction is needed to John Piper. His prints are

well-known. I prefer the earlier ones like the lithograph

Brittany Beach with its abstracted seashore scene. The

pebbles are particularly good. Few people are familiar with

his early books. Brighton Aquatints is a classic, especially if

you’re fond of Brighton as I am. Some of the views he’s

selected are delightfully quirky, like the view of Brighton

from the station yard as you turn left and head down the

hill into the town for another weekend of fun. Rather

strangely there are no people in any of the views, but I

suppose he was more interested in the buildings. This lack

of people contributes to an absence of emotion as if

Brighton is just one huge stage set waiting for the actors

to arrive. 

Britanny Beach (1962),
lithograph, 47 × 64 cm.
Numbered 43/75. 

FURTHER READING:

Levinson, O., ‘Quality and
Experiment’: the Prints of John
Piper – A Catalogue Raisonné
1923–1991, Lund Humphries,
London, 1996

Spalding, F., John Piper,
Myfanwy Piper: Lives in Art,
Oxford University Press,
Oxford, 2009

Brighton Aquatints (Duckworth, 1939) by John Piper with an introduction by
Lord Alfred Douglas, 25.8 × 39.8 cm, with aquatints. Edition size 200. 
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39. Monica Poole 
(1921–2003)

Monica Poole is the outstanding wood engraver of the

post-War years. She loved the medium and kept going

through the leanest years for wood engraving in the 1960s

and 70s. She deserves much greater recognition than she

has yet received. Her work is instantly recognisable and

unique. It is dominated by the county of Kent where she

grew up and lived. She documented its landscapes, coasts,

trees (alive and dead), flowers and even its rocks and

leaves. She liked to get close up – who else would do an

exquisite small engraving of some dry leaves? People don’t

feature much. She may have preferred not to portray other

people’s emotions, but I think her feelings seep out of the

engravings. Some of the work is austere like Dead Trees,

Sheppey and some of it is softer (like her views of the

Pilgrims’ Way along the North Downs). I prefer the former.

Dead Trees, Sheppey exactly recreates the desolate and

isolated feel of the Isle of Sheppey. The cutting is very

exciting, particularly the sky. Having been brought up in

Kent, the engravings have a special resonance for me. The

“Vision of England” series of county guides published by

Paul Elek has been unjustly forgotten. Monica Poole was an

ideal choice to illustrate the one on Kent.

FURTHER READING:

Mackley, G., Monica Poole: Wood
Engraver, The Florin Press,
Biddenden, 1984

Stevens, A., Monica Poole: Wood
Engraver, Ashmolean Museum,
Oxford, 1993

Dead Trees, Sheppey (1977),
wood engraving, 18.9 × 16.5 cm.
Numbered 29/75. Illustrated
on page 9.

Vision of England – Kent (Paul Elek, 1950) by Reginald Turnor,
23.5 × 18 cm, with photographs and reproduced wood
engravings. No edition size specified.
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40. GWen raverat 
(1885–1957)

Gwen Raverat takes us back to the Edwardian era and she

seems more dated than anyone else in the exhibition. I

prefer her later wood engravings where her technique has

become finer. I particularly like Winter: Back of Mill which

shows the reflections in the water so well. Many people will

be familiar with her memoir of a Cambridge childhood

Period Piece (Faber and Faber, 1952) with its line drawings.

But she also illustrated a number of books with some very

good wood engravings.

with a postscript and an
additional selection by Simon
Brett, Silent Books, Cambridge,
1989)

Davidson, R. (ed.), Gwen
Raverat: Wood Engravings of
Cambridge and Surroundings,
Broughton House, Cambridge,
2003

Selborne, J. and Newman, L.,
Gwen Raverat: wood engraver,
The Fleece Press, Denby Dale,
1996

Spalding, F., Gwen Raverat,
Harvill, London, 2001

www.raverat.com

Mountains and Molehills (Cambridge University Press, 1934) by Frances
Cornford, 22.5 × 15 cm, with wood engravings. No edition size specified.

Winter: Back of
the Mill (1936),
wood engraving,
7.5 × 14 cm.
Edition size
unknown.

FURTHER READING:

The Wood Engravings of Gwen
Raverat, selected with an intro -
duction by Reynolds Stone, Faber
and Faber, London, 1959 (updated



FURTHER READING:

The wood engravings of Eric
Ravilious, with an introduction by
J. M. Richards, Lion and Unicorn
Press, London, 1972

Greenwood, J., Ravilious:
Engravings, with an introduction
by John Craig, The Wood Lea
Press, Woodbridge, 2008

Harling, R., Notes on the Wood-
Engravings of Eric Ravilious, Faber
and Faber, London 1947

Webb, B. and Skipwith, P., Design:
Edward Bawden and Eric Ravilious,
Antique Collectors’ Club,
Woodbridge, 2005
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41. eric ravilious 
(1903–1942)

In the past few years there have been numerous books and

exhibitions about Eric Ravilious and he has become

something of an industry. The prices for his art and books,

particularly for his watercolours, have shot up. Some

people may feel that they’ve had a surfeit of Ravilious and

Bawden (they tend to go together). But I can’t get enough!

His wood engravings still excite me more than any other

artist of the inter-War years. And the books he illustrated

are amongst the best of those published by private presses

in the late 1920s and 1930s. Their scarcity only adds to

collectors’ mania to snap them up as soon as they appear

for sale. And then, of course, there’s the Wedgwood mugs,

lemonade sets and dinner services – but don’t let me get

started on them!

The Writings of Gilbert White of
Selborne (The Nonesuch Press, 1938),
26.5 × 17.2 cm, with wood engravings.
Numbered 180/850.

Ward Room 1 (1941), 
lithograph touched with
watercolour, 28 × 32 cm.
Unique. Illustrated on
back cover.

Ullmann, A. (ed.), Ravilious at War,
The Fleece Press, Upper Denby,
2002

Ullmann, A., Whittick, C. and
Lawrence, S., Eric Ravilious:
Landscape, Letters & Design, The
Fleece Press, Upper Denby, 2008

Ullmann, A (ed.), Tirzah Garwood:
Long Live Great Bardfield & love to
you all, The Fleece Press, Upper
Denby, 2012 

Sagittarius (1929),
wood engraving,
10.1 × 6.5 cm.
Edition of 30. 

The Dew Pond or
Children in a
Park (1931),
wood engraving,
16.7 × 12.3 cm.
Edition of 20. 



FURTHER READING:

Bishop, H., Rachel Reckitt, exh. cat.,
Royal Albert Memorial Museum,
Exeter and other venues, 2001

Bishop, H., Lost & Found, The
Whittington Press, Risbury, 2010

Lively, P., A House Unlocked,
Penguin Viking, London, 2001
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42. rachel reckitt 
(1908–1995)

Rachel Reckitt has had the benefit of two champions to

help keep her in the public eye. Penelope Lively, her niece,

and Hal Bishop who organised her retrospective in 2001

and produced a great catalogue for it. She deserves to be

remembered, not just for her wood engraving but also for

her sculpture in wood and metal and the pub signs she

made. Dittisham, Devon is one of my favourite wood

engravings. She also illustrated a number of books

including two books for Paul Elek in 1949. English Country

Short Stories gave her scope to picture the countryside and

country life she enjoyed, particularly around her home at

Golsoncott in Devon. 

Dittisham, Devon
(1937), wood engraving,
20.5 × 25 cm.
Numbered 5/50.

English Country
Short Stories (Paul
Elek, 1949) selected
and introduced by
Ronald Lewin, 
22 × 14.6 cm, with
wood engravings.
No edition size
specified.
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43. lettice sandFord 
(1902–1993)

Lettice Sandford helped to run The Boar’s Head Press and

The Golden Hours Press with her husband Christopher

Sandford following their marriage in 1929. In 1933, he

took over The Golden Cockerel Press from Robert

Gibbings. As a result she illustrated a number of books for

these private presses in the 1930s. Thalamos is one of the

best with its fine white lines surrounding the solid black

sensuous bodies of the bride and her nymphs which

illustrate this nuptial ode.

FURTHER READING:

Chambers, D., Wood Engravings: Lettice
Sandford, David Chambers, Pinner, 1985

Thalamos or the Brydall Boure (Christopher & Lettice Sandford 1932) by
Edmund Spenser, 27 × 17 cm, with wood engravings. Numbered 130/200.
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44. Betty sWanWick 
(1915–1989)

Betty Swanwick was a one-off. There is no other artist

remotely like her. Her pencil drawings and watercolours of

mystical scenes from the 1960s onwards are exquisitely

drawn and in sharp contrast to her amusing, quirky

drawings for The Cross Purposes and her other novelettes

from the 1940s and 50s. She also designed posters for

London Transport and Shell, and painted a number of

murals. 

FURTHER READING:

Rossmore, P., Betty Swanwick:
Artist and Visionary, Chris Beetles
Gallery London, 2008

The Cross Purposes (Editions
Poetry, 1945) by Betty
Swanwick, 22.5 × 16.5 cm, with
reproductions of drawings, some
in colour. No edition size
specified.
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45. GeorGe tute 
(born 1933)

George Tute’s large wood engravings from the 1960s and

70s are exceptionally good. In Dandelion Field he precisely

captures the way the dandelion seeds float away in the

breeze – we can feel the movement. He is a close observer

of nature (as can also be seen from the book under the

hawthorn). But in wood engravings like Illustrated Man

(1972) we also see his fanciful imagination at work. This

densely constructed image is like some sort of half-

remembered, muddled dream which you’d prefer to forget.

FURTHER READING:

Pery, J., A Being More Intense: the
art of six wood engravers, Oblong
Creative, Wetherby, 2009

under the hawthorn (J.M. Dent
& Sons, 1981) by Sybil
Marshall, 20.3 × 10.9 cm, with
reproduced wood engravings.
No edition size specified.

Dandelion Field
(1964), wood
engraving, 
24.2 × 20.3 cm.
Numbered 27/50. 
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46. leon underWood 
(1890–1975)

Leon Underwood was very influential as a teacher. He set

up the Brook Green School in 1921and his pupils included

Gertrude Hermes, Blair Hughes-Stanton, Nora Unwin and

Henry Moore. Underwood’s sculpture was influenced by

African art and he wrote several books about African

sculpture and masks. He was also a talented painter, and

generally a man of many parts. His wood engravings were

just a small part of his oeuvre but they should be better

known. They were mainly produced between the mid-

1920s and the mid-1930s, and some were inspired by his

travels abroad, such as in Mexico in 1928. He also wrote

and illustrated some wonderful books such as Animalia

with its bold and amusing designs. 

Caesar and the Slave (1925), wood engraving,
9.5 × 14.7 cm. Edition size unknown. 

FURTHER READING:

Leon Underwood: His wood
engravings, with an introduction by
George Tute, The Fleece Press,
Wakefield, 1986 

Neve, L., Leon Underwood, Thames
and Hudson, London, 1974 

Mexican Fruits (1929), wood engraving,
13.5 × 19.5 cm. Numbered 3/50.

Animalia (Payson & Clarke, 1926) by Leon Underwood, 26 × 21.2 cm,
with woodcuts. No edition size specified.
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47. nora unWin 
(1907–1982)

Despite Linda McGoldrick’s excellent book, Nora Unwin is

rather forgotten in the UK. That may be because she

emigrated to the USA in 1946  In my view, she should be

up there with the more famous graduates of the Brook

Green School like Gertrude Hermes and Blair Hughes-

Stanton. The intricate cutting on Mexican Women neatly

creates the movement of the clothes as they walk along the

street. She also illustrated a number of books. I like the

lettering which she has incorporated into the illustrations

for Gathered Grace – few wood engravers attempt that. 

Mexican Women
(1956), wood
engraving, 22.5 ×
17.5 cm. Edition
size unknown. 

Gathered Grace: A Short Selection of George MacDonald’s Poems
(W. Heffer & Sons, 1938), compiled by Elizabeth Yates, 22.1 × 15 cm,
with reproduced wood engravings. No edition size specified.

FURTHER READING:

McGoldrick, L. C., Nora S. Unwin:
Artists and Wood Engraver, William
L. Bauhan, Dublin, New
Hampshire, 1990
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48. keith vauGhan 
(1912–1977)

Keith Vaughan is enjoying a revival in his centenary year

with various new books and also successful exhibitions at

the Pallant House Gallery in Chichester and various

commercial galleries. He was an excellent choice to

illustrate the tortured musings of Rimbaud with his

brooding dark drawings. 

FURTHER READING:

Yorke, M., Keith Vaughan: his life
and work, Constable, London 1990

A Season in Hell (John Lehmann, 1949)
by Arthur Rimbaud, 22.5 × 14.2 cm, with
reproductions of coloured drawings.
No edition size specified.
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49. GeoFFrey Wales 
(1912–1990)

Hilary Chapman and Hal Bishop have done a huge

amount to revive the reputation of Geoffrey Wales. He

fully deserves all their efforts. At his best he can produce an

image like In a Glass Darkly where the abstracted landscape

and strange colouring reflect the anxiety and tension of the

lone figure who realises his way forward in life will be more

complicated than he hoped. Wales illustrated two very

good books for The Golden Cockerel Press, but I have

chosen a more unfamiliar one by the Folio Society.

In a Glass Darkly (1947),
colour wood engraving,
15.2 × 17.8 cm. Numbered
4/50. 

Sir Francis Drake’s Raid on the Treasure Trains (The
Folio Society, 1954) by Sir Francis Drake, 22.4 × 14.5 cm
with wood engravings. No edition size specified.

FURTHER READING:

Bishop, H., The Early Wood
Engravings of Geoffrey Wales,
Bishop Books, Exeter, 2001

Bishop, H., The Wood Engravings of
Geoffrey Wales, Bishop Books,
Exeter, 2004

Chapman, H., Geoffrey Wales,
Primrose Hill Press, London and
Oak Knoll Press, New Castle, 1998
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50. cliFFord WeBB 
(1895–1972)

Clifford Webb is in dire need of a book about him and

fortunately it looks like Simon Brett will fill this gap. Then

it will become clearer what a great artist he was. He was

especially fond of drawing animals. Cats and Geraniums is

very atmospheric with the soporific cat contrasting with

the birds racing across the sky against the moon. He also

illustrated a number of very good books for the Golden

Cockerel Press. 

Cats & Geraniums
(1945), wood
engraving, 27.3 ×
22.9 cm. Edition
size unknown.  

The First Crusade (The Golden Cockerel Press, 1945) translated by Somerset
de Chair, 31.5 × 19 cm, with wood engravings. Numbered 424/500.
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aPPendix 1: sources, Further readinG and Press BiBlioGraPhies
by Julian Francis
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The Barton Press

The Barton Press was the imprint of Reg

Boulton (1923–2012). Boulton produced

the images, usually engravings, and

sometimes the text with typesetting being

undertaken either by letterpress or by

lithography by others.

Cambridge University Press

Cambridge University Press is the

publishing business of Cambridge

University and is the world’s oldest press.

It is both an academic and educational

publisher. It has more than 50 offices

around the globe and publishes over

45,000 titles by authors from 100 countries.

Its publishing includes professional books,

textbooks, monographs, reference works,

over 300 academic journals, bibles and

prayer books, English language teaching

publications, educational software, and

electronic publishing.

Cassell & Co

Cassells was founded in 1848. It started by

publishing a weekly newspaper for working

men but was both an educational and

general publisher in the years after its

founding. In the years between the wars it

was based at Belle Sauvage Yard in London

and also used this imprint. It is now part of

Octopus Publishing Group having had

many owners over the years since it was

founded.

Chatto & Windus

Chatto & Windus was originally an

important publisher of books in London,

founded in the Victorian era. The firm

developed out of the publishing business

of John Camden Hotten, founded in 1855.

After his death in 1873, it was sold to

Hotten’s junior partner Andrew Chatto

(1841–1913) who took on the minor

poet W. E. Windus as partner. Chatto &

Windus published Mark Twain, W. S.

Gilbert, Wilkie Collins, H. G. Wells,

Richard Aldington, Frederick Rolfe (as Fr.

Rolfe), Aldous Huxley, Samuel Beckett, the

famous ‘unfinished’ novelWeir of Hermiston

(1896) by Robert Louis Stevenson, and the

first translation into English of Marcel

Proust’s novel À la recherche du temps

perdu, amongst others. In 1946, the

company took over the running of

the Hogarth Press (see below), founded in

1917 by Leonard and Virginia Woolf.

Active as an independent publishing house

until 1969, when it merged with Jonathan

Cape, it published broadly in the field of

literature, including novels and poetry. It is

now part of Random House.

The Cranach Press 

The Cranach Press was founded by Count

Kessler in Weimar in 1913. Kessler was an

Anglo-German diplomat, writer and

patron of the arts. He had a particular

interest in fine typography and had

commissioned Eric Gill to make engravings

for Insel Verlag productions in the 1910s.

He modelled his sumptuous limited

edition books on Kelmscott Press and

Doves Press productions and commissioned

Gill, Gordon Craig and Maillol amongst

others to make wood engravings for his

productions which were published in

French, German and English. The most

important book to be produced by the

press was the Gordon Craig version of

Hamlet (1928, German edition and 1930,

English).

Cresset Press

Dennis Cohen (1891–1970), who was an

early member of the Double Crown Club,

founded the Cresset Press in 1927. Between

1927 and 1931 he published a number of

fine books, paying scrupulous attention to

matching fine hand-press work with

enterprising illustrations and high

production standards. He commissioned

some of the finest presses, printers and

artists of the day to produce his books. The

best known production from the Cresset

Press is Gulliver’s Travels illustrated by Rex

Whistler. Other notable books produced by

Cresset were The Pilgrim’s Progress

illustrated by Gertrude Hermes and Blair

Hughes-Stanton, The Apocrypha illustrated

by a number of the best wood engravers of

the day and the folio of Bacon’s Essays

printed at the Shakespeare Head Press

containing, arguably, Bernard Newdigate‘s

finest typography. When the market for

expensive books collapsed in the early

thirties, the Cresset Press turned to general

publishing.

J. M. Dent and Sons

In 1888, Joseph Malaby Dent (1849–1926)

founded the publishing firm of J. M. Dent

and Company. (It became J. M. Dent &

Sons in 1909.) Between 1889 and 1894

Dent published the works of Charles Lamb,

Oliver Goldsmith, Jane Austen, Chaucer,

aPPendix ii: notes on Private Presses
by Rupert Otten
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Tennyson, and like authors. Printed in

small runs on handmade paper, these early

editions enjoyed modest commercial

success. Dent established the highly

successful Temple Shakespeare series in

1894.

In 1904, Dent began to plan Everyman’s

Library, a series of one thousand classics to

be published in an attractive format and

sold at one shilling. To meet demand, Dent

built the Temple Press. The publication of

the Everyman’s Library began in 1906 and

152 titles were issued by the end of the first

year. Although not a new idea, what set

Everyman’s apart from earlier series was its

scope; Dent planned for no less than one

thousand volumes. He was able to build a

new factory and offices in Covent Garden

with the profits. After Dent’s death in 1956,

his sons ran the business and in 1988

Weidenfeld and Nicolson purchased it.

Duckworth

Founded in 1898 by Gerald Duckworth. It

was important in the development of

English literature in the first half of the

twentieth century, being the publisher of

figures such as Virginia Woolf (Gerald

Duckworth’s half-sister), W. H. Davies,

Anthony Powell, John Galsworthy and

D. H. Lawrence. Anthony Powell became

Duckworth’s literary editor in 1926.

Duckworth died in 1937, but the firm

continued to thrive. After 1937 it became a

more general and academic publisher. It

marked its centenary in 1998, but ran into

financial troubles in 2003. It was then

bought out by Peter Mayer, though it

continues to publish under the name of

Duckworth.

Editions Poetry

Editions Poetry was founded by M. J. T.

Tambimuttu (1915–1983), a Tamil poet,

editor and critic. He arrived in 1938, and a

year later he began to publish Poetry

London, a small magazine that was to be

important in the next decade, in particular

during the war years. Editions Poetry

published the poems of many of the most

significant poets. Most of the books were

illustrated with reproductions of drawings

to enliven the text.

Elkin Mathews and Marrot

Charles Elkin Mathews started publishing

books in Exeter in 1884 later moving to

London where he published The Yellow

Book with John Lane from 1892 to 1894.

Lane went on to found the Bodley Head

and Elkin Mathews his own firm where he

was joined by H. V. Marrot. The firm

published many of the best poets including

Joyce, Pound and Galsworthy. 

Faber and Faber

Faber and Faber began as a firm in 1929,

but its roots go back further to the

Scientific Press, owned by Sir Maurice and

Lady Gwyer. The Gwyer’s desire to expand

into trade publishing led them to Geoffrey

Faber, and Faber and Gwyer was founded

in 1925. After four years Geoffrey Faber

and the Gwyers agreed to go their separate

ways. Faber selected the company name of

Faber and Faber. T. S. Eliot joined him as a

literary adviser and in the first season the

firm issued his Poems 1909–1925. In

addition, the catalogues from the early

years included books by other poets and

war writers, notably Memoirs of a Fox-

Hunting Man in 1928. Unified dust jackets

and cover designs gave the books a

distinctive yet consistent appearance and

the firm prospers today.

The Fleece Press

The Fleece Press is a private printing press

and publisher, owned and run by Simon

Lawrence. The press publishes books in

limited editions that have usually included

illustrations printed from wood engravings.

Simon Lawrence produced his first book in

1980 as an eightieth birthday gift for his

grandfather, Stanley T. E. Lawrence. Stanley

Lawrence then ran the family firm of T. N.

Lawrence and Son, which supplied

equipment, including woodblocks, for

printers and engravers.

A number of the early books published

by Simon Lawrence were printed at the

Whittington Press, but he also began to

hand print pamphlets and books at his

home in Wakefield, Yorkshire. In 1984

Simon Lawrence acquired workshop

premises in Wakefield and the first book

under the Fleece Press imprint was printed.

Whilst still hand-printing books by

letterpress methods at his own premises,

Simon Lawrence also began to design and

publish books printed on a four-colour

press by other printers. This has allowed

him to develop the form and the content of

Fleece Press books to include colour

illustration and photography.

The Florin Press

The Florin Press was founded in 1968 by

Graham Williams who has used it as a

vehicle to publish his own texts as well as

the work of others. It hand-prints, is

interested in typography and prints from

original engravings where possible. It is

based in Biddenden, Kent.

The Folio Press/Society

The Folio Society was founded in 1947

by Charles Ede, Christopher Sandford

(of The Golden Cockerel Press), and Alan
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Bott (founder of Pan Books). The firm’s

goal was to produce “a poor man’s fine

edition” – a well-designed, printed and

bound book which the ordinary reader

could own. Folio and The Golden Cockerel

Press shared premises London until 1955.

Most of its books were illustrated with

artists still being commissioned to produce

new editions of the classics.

Frederick Etchells & Hugh Macdonald

Active from the 1920s, this press specialised

in reprints of classics and poetry, some

finely illustratred by artists of the day. The

Previous Parrot Press (see below) published

a history and bibliography of the press

in 1990.

Frederick Muller

Frederick Muller started publishing about

1932. In the war years it specialized in

publishing anthologies of poetry illustrated

in colour by modern artists of the day

including Colquhoun, Craxton, Piper and

Freud. Illustrations were either autho -

lithographs or reproductions of drawings

and typesetting was by offset lithography.

Later the firm became famous for

publishing stories about Doctor Who. The

firm was sold in 1984 and the imprint no

longer exists.

The Golden Cockerel Press

The Golden Cockerel Press was a major

English private press operating between

1920 and 1961. The press was famous for

beautiful handmade limited editions of

classic works produced to the very highest

of standards. The type was hand-set and

the books were printed on handmade

paper, and sometimes on vellum. A major

feature of Golden Cockerel books was the

original illustrations, usually wood

engravings, contributed by, among

others, Eric Gill, Robert Gibbings, John

Buckland Wright, Blair Hughes-

Stanton, Agnes Miller Parker, David

Jones, Mark Severin and Eric Ravilious.

The press was credited with having made a

significant contribution to the revival of

the British tradition of wood engraving.

The press was run by Robert Gibbings

from 1924–33 who set the type and blocks

himself and by Christopher Sandford from

1933–59, who used the Chiswick Press to

print the books.

Gollancz

Victor Gollancz Ltd was a major British

book publishing house of the twentieth

century. It was founded in 1927 by Victor

Gollancz (1893–1967) and specialised in

the publication of high quality literature,

nonfiction and popular fiction, including

science fiction. Upon Gollancz’s death in

1967, ownership passed to his daughter,

Livia, who sold it to Houghton Mifflin in

1989. In December 1998 the Orion

Publishing Group acquired Cassell & Co

who had purchased the business in 1992

and turned Gollancz into its science

fiction/fantasy imprint.

The Gregynog Press

Founded in 1922 by the sisters and art

patrons Margaret and Gwendoline Davies,

the press was named after their mansion

Gregynog Hall. It rose to prominence in

the pre-war era as among the more

important private presses, publishing

limited edition books, primarily on a

Victoria platen press. Much of the printing

work from 1927 to 1936 was carried out by

the skilled printer Herbert John Hodgson.

Blair Hughes-Stanton, Gertrude Hermes,

William McCance and Agnes Miller Parker

are well known contributors of engravings

for the press. In 1954, after the death of

Gwendoline Davies, Margaret donated

most of the machinery used by Gregynog

Press to the National Library of Wales. The

press was reopened under the Welsh title

Gwasg Gregynog by the University of Wales

in 1978.

W. Heffer & Sons

W. Heffer & Sons have traditionally been

associated with the university cities of

Oxford and Cambridge. A small number of

books appeared under the Heffer name in

the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries but the

main publishing push was in the 1920s and

30s. Some 100 titles are recorded as being

published by the house which continues

today. 

The Hogarth Press

The Hogarth Press was founded in 1917 by

Leonard and Virginia Woolf. It was named

after their house in Richmond, in which

they began hand-printing books.

During the inter-war years, The

Hogarth Press grew from a hobby of the

Woolfs to a business when they began

using commercial printers. In 1938

Virginia Woolf relinquished her interest in

the business and it was then run as a

partnership by Leonard Woolf and John

Lehmann until 1946, when it became an

associate company of Chatto & Windus.

“Hogarth” is now an imprint of Random

House. As well as publishing the works of

the members of the Bloomsbury group,

The Hogarth Press was at the forefront of

publishing works on psychoanalysis and

translations of foreign, especially Russian,

works.
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John Lehmann

The firm of John Lehmann was founded by

John Lehmann (1907–1987) and his sister

Rosalmund Lehmann. He worked for The

Hogarth Press between 1938 and 1946

before founding his own publishing firm

which specialized in the work of modern

writers and poets. He also published the

first two books by the cookery writer

Elizabeth David, A Book of Mediterranean

Food and French Country Cooking. In 1954

he founded The London Magazine,

remaining as editor until 1961, following

which he was a frequent lecturer and

completed his three-volume autobiography.

He also wrote the biographies Edith

Sitwell (1952), Virginia Woolf and her

World (1975), Thrown to the Woolfs (1978)

and Rupert Brooke (1980).

Lutterworth Press

The Lutterworth Press is one of the oldest

independent British publishing houses. It

has been trading since the late eighteenth

century initially as the Religious Tract

Society (RTS). The Lutterworth imprint,

named after the small English town of

which John Wyclif was Rector in the

fourteenth century, has been used since

1932. The main areas have been religion,

children’s books and general adult non-

fiction. Well-known general writers first

published by Lutterworth include David

Attenborough and Patrick Moore. The list

specialises in popular history and art

history, but also publishes books on a wide

range of other subjects. The children’s list,

which built on the strength of the Boy’s

Own Paper and Girl’s Own Paper, has

included well-known authors such as Enid

Blyton, W. E. Johns and Laura Ingalls

Wilder. The press has been based

in Cambridge, England, since 1984.

The Nonesuch Press

The Nonesuch Press was a private press

founded in 1922 in London by Francis

Meynell, his wife Vera Mendel and David

Garnett. Nonesuch Press’s first book, a

volume of John Donne’s Love Poems, was

issued in May 1923. In total, the press

produced more than 140 books. The press

was at its peak in the 1920s and 1930s, but

continued operating through the mid-

1960s. During the late 1930s and through -

out the 1940s, Meynell ceded control of the

press to George Macy, founder and owner

of The Limited Editions Club. In the early

1950s, however, Meynell united with the

owner of The Bodley Head, Max Reinhardt,

and resumed control of Nonesuch.

Nonesuch was unusual among private

presses in that it used a small hand press to

design books (an Albion press), but had

them printed by commercial printers: for

example, the Kynoch Press based in

Birmingham. The purpose of this method

was to produce book designs with the

quality of a fine press but available to

a wider audience at lower prices. Meynell

also wanted to demonstrate that

“mechanical means could be made to serve

fine ends.” He believed that the production

of exquisitely designed and produced books

was not the preserve of the private press.

The Old Stile Press

The press was founded by Nicolas and

Frances McDowall 30 years ago. Books are

mainly printed letterpress with illustrations

commissioned from artists either as

engravings or lithographs. They have a

penchant for small editions of poetry with

fine illustrations. 

Paul Elek

Paul Elek was an émigré from Budapest

who settled in London before the Second

World War. He set up as a printer during

the War and then managed to establish a

publishing company in Hatton Garden.

Over the following three decades he

published over 1,000 books, many on the

visual arts, and cared about the appearance

of his books and wished to emulate the

production of Faber and Faber. It was

based in Bloomsbury and flourished in the

period 1946–55 by publishing the Visions of

England series. But what makes these books

so covetable is that each was illustrated by a

different artist. Line drawings or

occasionally wood engravings of buildings,

village scenes and architectural details

relieve the text, and most also contain

colour plates. By 1980 it was part of

Granada Publishing and is now an imprint

of HarperCollins.

Payson & Clarke 

The firm of Payson & Clarke was founded

in the 19th century but its heyday was in

the 1920s when it published novels and

illustrated books of excellent quality and in

considerable numbers. In 1925 Joseph

Hillyer Brewer joined the firm and in 1928

took over the assets of the firm during the

Great Depression and formed Brewer &

Putnam publishers, of which he was

president. This firm was sold to Harcourt,

Brace & Co. The publishing title continued

well into recent times.

Pointing Finger Press

The press was founded by Kenneth Lindley

in Hereford in about 1970. Books written

and illustrated by Lindley were published as

well as books by others, mainly of poetry.

Books were produced in small quantities
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using letterpress with illustrations by

Lindley. Lindley died in 1986.

Previous Parrot Press

Spawned out of the Hanborough Press and

related to the Inky Parrot Press (and other

Parrot Presses), this press was started in the

1980s by Dennis Hall and continues today,

based in Church Hanborough, near

Oxford. Books are mostly letterpress in

limited editions with fine bindings, and

illustrations are from wood engravings,

lithographs or reproduction of drawings.

Some were designed by David Esselmont.

The press runs The Parrot Prize which is

awarded annually for the book with the

most interesting and imaginative

illustration.

Christopher and Lettice Sandford (The

Boar’s Head Press and The Golden Hours

Press)

Christopher Sandford and Lettice Rate

married in 1929 and together they ran The

Boar’s Head Press and The Golden Hours

Press, whose books were printed at the

Chiswick Press of which Christopher was a

director. Lettice provided engravings for

their first two books, published in 1931 and

1932. In 1933 Christopher purchased The

Golden Cockerel Press from Robert

Gibbing (see above). 

The Samson Press

The Samson Press was a small letterpress

printing business and private press run by

Joan Mary Shelmerdine (1899–1994) and

Flora Margaret Grierson (1899–1966).

They began printing in 1930 and produced

a number of small books and a good deal

of ephemera. They subsequently moved to

Woodstock in Oxfordshire, where they re-

established the press in 1937. They ceased

printing for a while during the war, but

re-opened the press in 1946 and continued

to work, mostly producing greetings cards

and other ephemera, until 1967, when the

press was formally closed. The press was

unusual for being run by two women, on

a commercial footing. It was also notable

for its patronage of young and unknown

artists, who were commissioned to

provide wood engravings, linocuts and

drawings for the press’s publications.

Spoon Print Press

Linda Landers started making books in

1993 at Ron King’s Circle Press using

letterpress and wood engravings to make

images and text but soon became more

experimental including linocuts and

computer set type combined with

letterpress. The press specialises in

poetry, portfolio books and interesting

foldings and unusual shaped books and

also publishes Linda’s own works.

The Two-Horse Press

A small number of finely printed, limited

edition books are recorded from the press

from 1960. Based in London initially, it is

recorded as having a Washington DC home

by 1973. It used private press printers such

as The Rampant Lions Press to print its

books. George Mackley (1900–83) was the

most well known engraver to be used by

the press. 

William Heinemann

Heinemann is a UK publishing house

founded by William Heinemann in Covent

Garden, London, in 1890. On William

Heinemann’s death in 1920 a majority

stake was purchased by US publisher

Doubleday. Heinemann is now a leading

educational publisher, but in the 1930s

printed illustrated novels using offset

lithography.

The Whittington Press

The Whittington Press takes its name

from the village of Whittington in

Gloucestershire, from where John and

Rosalind Randle have been producing fine

books printed by letterpress since 1971.

The press has published some 200 books

and also publishes Matrix, the renowned

annual review for printers and bibliophiles.

The press has a varied list, which can be

best described as belles lettres, and includes

books with and about wood engravings,

bibliographies of other presses, type

specimens, diaries, pochoir (stencil)

illustration, and much else besides. The

one factor they all have in common is

illustration, nearly always printed from the

original block, plate or stencil (‘things, not

pictures of things’, as Eric Gill said).






